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Abstract

Vision-language pre-training models (VLPs) have exhib-
ited revolutionary improvements in various vision-language
tasks. In VLP, some adversarial attacks fool a model into
false or absurd classifications. Previous studies addressed
these attacks by fine-tuning the model or changing its ar-
chitecture. However, these methods risk losing the origi-
nal model’s performance and are difficult to apply to down-
stream tasks. In particular, their applicability to other tasks
has not been considered. In this study, we addressed the re-
duction of the impact of typographic attacks on CLIP with-
out changing the model parameters. To achieve this, we ex-
pand the idea of “class-prefix learning” and introduce our
simple yet effective method: Defense-Prefix (DP), which in-
serts the DP token before a class name to make words “ro-
bust” against typographic attacks. Our method can be eas-
ily applied to downstream tasks, such as object detection,
because the proposed method is independent of the model
parameters. Our method significantly improves the accu-
racy of classification tasks for typographic attack datasets,
while maintaining the zero-shot capabilities of the model.
In addition, we leverage our proposed method for object
detection, demonstrating its high applicability and effec-
tiveness. The codes and datasets are available at https:
//github.com/azuma164/Defense-Prefix.

1. Introduction
In recent years, vision-language pre-training models

(VLPs) such as CLIP [34] and ALIGN [20] have revolu-

tionized downstream vision-language tasks such as classi-

fication [5, 47, 13], object detection [48, 12], segmenta-

tion [50, 51], and image generation [35, 38, 6]. Such models

are trained on web-scale data, for example, 400 million text-

image pairs in the case of CLIP. The rich supervision pro-

vided by natural language enabled these pre-trained models

to achieve impressive results on various downstream tasks

with little or no additional training data.

However, some adversarial attacks [21, 14] can fool such

models into making false or absurd classifications. Goh et
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Figure 1. (a): Image of a dog with a yellow tag that states
“mouse”. (b): Misclassification in CLIP against the image.

al. [14] found that CLIP is vulnerable to typographic at-

tacks, in which the text in an image results in misclassifi-

cation. In Fig. 1, the yellow tag that states “mouse” causes

CLIP to misclassify the dog as a mouse.

As described below, we found that downstream classi-

fiers built based on CLIP for different tasks are also sus-

ceptible to typographic attacks. Therefore, defense meth-

ods against such attacks should be readily applied to other

downstream tasks. However, previous studies [19, 31] have

mainly focused on typographic attacks on classification and

ignored their applicability. Materzynska et al. [31] learned

a transformation module on top of the CLIP output and

PAINT [19] fine-tuned the model. Since these methods

change the model parameters, they risk losing the origi-

nal model’s performance and are difficult to apply to down-

stream tasks. Additionally, if you calculate the image fea-

tures of CLIP beforehand, these approaches require updat-

ing those features.

To solve these problems, we propose a simple yet ef-

fective defense method: Defense-Prefix (DP), which inserts

the DP token before a class name. The DP token is a unique

token followed by a class name (e.g., “a photo of a [DP]

dog”). An image feature from Fig. 1(a) would resemble a

text feature from “a photo of a mouse”, but would not be

similar to a feature from “a photo of a [DP] mouse”. In

other words, DP makes the class name “robust” against the
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attacks. Learning a unique token followed by a class name

has been primarily conducted in subject-driven image gen-

eration [37, 25, 26]. We define this approach as class-prefix
learning and apply the concept of class-prefix learning to

prevent typographic attacks.

Our approach learns only the word embedding vector for

the DP token. Therefore, we do not update the original

CLIP. After the DP vector is obtained, it can be used for any

task. This simplicity is a significant advantage over existing

works because all other works require training the model.

We experimentally demonstrate the effectiveness of the

proposed method. (1) We first conduct experiments on

classification using ten synthetic and three real-world typo-

graphic attack datasets. Here, due to the insufficient number

of datasets, we create the biggest Real-world Typographic

Attack dataset “RTA-100”, which contains 100 categories

and 1000 images. Compared with CLIP, our method effec-

tively prevents typographic attacks (e.g., +9.61% on syn-

thetic and +17.70% on real-world datasets), while losing

only 0.64% on average for original datasets. (2) We also

evaluate our method on object detection by using Region-

CLIP [48]. The proposed method does not require addi-

tional training because only the input of the text encoder

is modified. Our results indicate that the downstream clas-

sifiers based on CLIP are also susceptible to typographic

attacks. Our method reduces the impact of the attacks (e.g.,

+16.0 AP50 on COCO, +6.2 mAP on LVIS), while keeping

the original accuracy (e.g., +0.1 AP50 on COCO, -0.3 mAP

on LVIS).

In summary:

• We expand class-prefix learning and propose DP, a

novel method for preventing typographic attacks on

CLIP without changing the model parameters.

• We find downstream classifiers built based on CLIP are

also vulnerable to typographic attacks.

• Our method effectively prevents typographic attacks,

while keeping the original model’s performance. In

addition, we demonstrate the easy application of our

approach to downstream tasks.

• We creat the biggest real-world typographic attack

dataset RTA-100, which will be publicly available.

2. Related work
2.1. Vision-language pre-training (VLP)

Learning the joint vision-language representation space

has been of great interest in the field of computer vi-

sion. Recently, CLIP [34] and ALIGN [20] collected

million/billion-scale image-caption pairs from the Inter-

net and learned to match images with image descriptions.

These models obtain a strong vision-language representa-

tion space, which has been extremely effective for down-

stream tasks.

Recent studies have transferred the knowledge of these

models to downstream recognition tasks, such as classifica-

tion [5, 47, 13], object detection [48, 12], semantic segmen-

tation [51, 50], panoptic segmentation [8], and multi-label

recognition [44]. Typically, these methods freeze a VLP

text encoder and then use it directly. Therefore, the pro-

posed method can be applied without additional training.

2.2. Typographic attacks

CLIP is known to be weak against typographic at-

tacks [14, 1]. Goh et al. [14] found that the text in an image

results in misclassification of CLIP as shown in Fig. 1.

Materzynska et al. [31] applied the learned linear trans-

formation to the CLIP output to disentangle the visual

concept from the spelling capabilities of CLIP. Ilhalco et

al. [19] interpolated the weights of the parameters between

the fine-tuned and the original CLIP models to prevent ty-

pographic attacks. These methods risk losing the original

model’s performance and are difficult to apply to down-

stream tasks. Also, they need to update the image features.

Unlike these methods, our method does not modify the

architecture or model parameters. In addition, our method

does not update the image features.

2.3. Prompt learning in VLP

Inspired by the success in NLP [43, 22, 49], to adapt

VLP to downstream tasks, several studies have learned

prompt tokens in end-to-end training. CoOp [53] first

utilized prompt learning in VLP to improve the accuracy

of classification tasks. This was followed by other stud-

ies [52, 30, 23]. Recently, some studies [44, 50, 12, 51, 10]

have focused on using prompt learning to improve other

downstream recognition tasks apart from classification.

Prompt learning trains tokens of the whole sentence ex-

cept for a class name, whereas our class-prefix learning

trains one token before a class name. Tokens obtained

by class-prefix learning can be used for any task that uses

prompts to input text, whereas prompt learning must be

trained only for the specific recognition task and cannot be

used for any other task.

2.4. Class-prefix learning

We define the approach for learning a unique token fol-

lowed by a class name as class-prefix learning. Class-prefix

learning has been mainly conducted in the research of im-

age generation [37, 25, 26, 40]. Ruiz et al. [37] addressed

a new problem: subject-driven generation. They learned a

unique identifier followed by the class name of the subject

(e.g., “A [V] dog”). They aimed to synthesize novel scenes
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of the subject in different contexts while keeping its key vi-

sual features.

Apart from image generation, class-prefix learning has

rarely been investigated. Because class-prefix learning re-

tains the original input texts, it can be incorporated into vari-

ous vision-language tasks. In this study, we propose a novel

method for learning a prefix to prevent typographic attacks.

3. Method
3.1. Preliminaries: CLIP

We first introduce CLIP [34] as the basis for our ap-

proach. It consists of two encoders: an image encoder

and a text encoder. CLIP encodes the images and text in

the same embedding space. The image encoder can be ei-

ther ResNet [17] or Vision-Transformer [9]. The text en-

coder is Transformer [45]. To encode an input text, such

as “a photo of a dog”, CLIP first converts each word to a

d-dimensional word embedding vector (d represents the di-

mension of a word embedding vector), using a learned vo-

cabulary. Subsequently, the word embedding vectors are

fed into the transformer to obtain the final text feature.

The CLIP can be used for zero-shot image recognition.

Let us consider n-class image recognition problem. Let x ∈
R

m be an image feature generated by the image encoder (m
represents the dimension of a feature vector) and {wi}ni=1

be a set of text features produced by the text encoder. Here,

wi ∈ R
m represents the i-th category. In particular, each

wi is derived from a text prompt based on a template such

as “a photo of a <CLS>.”, where <CLS> can be replaced

with the i-th class name. The prediction probability that the

output label y is of class i is then

p(y = i | x, {wj}nj=1) =
exp (cos (wi,x)/τ)∑n
j=1 exp (cos (wj ,x)/τ)

,

(1)

where cos (·, ·) calculates the cosine similarity and τ is a

temperature parameter learned by CLIP.

3.2. Defense-Prefix

In this section, we present the proposed approach. Our

goal is to train the word embedding vector for the DP token,

i.e., a single d-dimensional vector. We define this word em-

bedding vector as the DP vector. Here, none of the model

parameters are modified. Given the i-th class name, we de-

fine the input sequence of words (text prompts) as ti. We

also prepare tDP
i , which contains the DP token.

ti = (P1,P2, ...,CLSi, ...,Pl) . (2)

tDP
i = (P1,P2, ..., [DP ] ,CLSi, ...,Pl) . (3)

Here, [DP ] and CLSi represent the DP token and i-th class

name, respectively, while P1,P2, . . . form a template of l
words. For example, in the case “a photo of a <CLS>.”, P1

is “a” and P2 is “photo”. As aforementioned, CLIP converts

each word into a d-dimensional word embedding vector us-

ing the learned vocabulary as follows:

bi = (BP1
,BP2

, ...,BCLSi
, ...,BPl

) . (4)

bDP
i =

(
BP1

,BP2
, ...,B[DP ],BCLSi

, ...,BPl

)
, (5)

where BP1 ,BP2 , . . . ,BCLSi ∈ R
d denote the learned word

embedding vectors. The vectors are pre-trained and fixed.

Here, we aim to learn the DP vector (B[DP ] ∈ R
d), which

is a word embedding vector for the DP token.

Then, we enter {bi}ni=1 and {bDP
i }ni=1 into the text en-

coder and obtain the original and “robust” class features

{wi}ni=1 and {wDP
i }ni=1, respectively. Here, n represents

the number of classes and all wi,w
DP
i ∈ R

m. We can now

recognize an image using Eq. 1 with the original ({wi}ni=1)

or the robust ({wDP
i }ni=1) class features. Robust class fea-

tures reduce the impact of typographic attacks.

The goal is to train the DP vector so that the word next

to the DP token is robust against typographic attacks. To

achieve this, we propose using defense loss and identity loss
(Fig. 2). Defense loss enables the DP token to prevent typo-

graphic attacks, and identity loss helps it maintain the orig-

inal meanings of the class names. For the training, we as-

sume that a set of image pairs, comprising original and “at-

tack” images, is available. The attack image is obtained by

synthesizing the incorrect label text on the original image.

We calculate defense loss and identity loss for each pair.

Defense loss: The defense loss aims to prevent typo-

graphic attacks. To achieve this, we adopt the cross-entropy

loss in the same manner as for ordinary classification tasks.

Let I and Ī represent the original and attack images, re-

spectively. For example, I and Ī show an image of a dog

and the same image of the same dog but with a synthe-

sized text “bird”, respectively. We then obtain the image

feature x̄ by applying Ī to the image encoder. We classify

the typographic attack image Ī using robust class features

{wDP
i }ni=1 as follows:

p0(y = i | x̄, {wDP
j }nj=1)) =

exp (cos (wDP
i , x̄)/τ)∑n

j=1 exp (cos (w
DP
j , x̄)/τ)

.

(6)

We minimize the standard classification loss based on the

cross-entropy to train the DP vector. The defense loss for Ī
is computed as follows:

L0 = −
n∑

j=1

lj log p
0(y = j), (7)

where l is a one-hot vector representing the ground truth.

Identity loss: The identity loss function aims to help the

learned token maintain the original meanings of the words.
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Figure 2. Method overview. We keep the image encoder and text encoder of CLIP frozen. Our method trains only the DP vector, which is

a word embedding for [DP]. We propose to learn the DP vector by using Defense loss and Identity loss. (a) Defense loss calculates cross-

entropy loss against typographic attack images. (b) Identity loss calculates KL-divergence loss between two probability distributions.

To achieve this goal, we ensure a consistent output with and

without DP tokens. To distill the knowledge of CLIP, some

studies [15, 28] have used the output features of CLIP. How-

ever, how to use text features for distillation in our method

is unclear. Then, we utilize classification results. First, we

classify the original image I using the original ({wi}ni=1)

and robust ({wDP
i }ni=1) class features as follows:

p1(y = i | x, {wj}nj=1) =
exp (cos (wi,x)/τ)∑n
j=1 exp (cos (wj ,x)/τ)

.

(8)

p2(y = i | x, {wDP
j }nj=1) =

exp (cos (wDP
i ,x)/τ)∑n

j=1 exp (cos (w
DP
j ,x)/τ)

,

(9)

where x denotes the image feature from I . Here, we make

the probability distribution of {p2}ni=1 approach that of

{p1}ni=1 using KL-divergence. Formally, the identity loss

for I is defined as:

L1 = DKL

⎡
⎣

n∑
j=1

p1(y = j)ej ‖
n∑

j=1

p2(y = j)ej

⎤
⎦ , (10)

where ej is a one-hot vector (j-th element is one). DP main-

tains the performance of the original model by mimicking

the original classification results.

Finally, the loss for the image pair {I, Ī} is computed as:

L = L0 + λL1, (11)

where λ is a hyperparameter that balances the losses. Em-

pirically, we set λ = 3.0.

It is worth noting that our method does not modify any

parameters of the image and text encoders of CLIP but

trains only the DP vector. Originally, CLIP recognizes im-

ages using Eq. 8. In our method, after training the DP vec-

tor, we use it to apply various recognition tasks using Eq. 9.

4. Experiments
4.1. Training Defense-Prefix

First, we train the DP vector. After obtaining the learned

DP vector, we apply it to the experiments of recognition

tasks in Sec. 4.2 and 4.3. We train the DP vector only in

Sec. 4.1.

Datasets: We use ImageNet-100 [42], a random 100-class

subset of ImageNet [7], to train the DP vector. We gener-

ate typographic attack images by adding text with incorrect

labels to the original images.

Implementation details: We initialize the image and text

encoders from the CLIP [34] pre-trained model and keep

them frozen during training. For the image encoder, ViT-

B/32 and RN50x4 are applied for classification and object

detection, respectively. We train only one vector for DP,

which is the only learnable part of our method. The DP

vector is randomly initialized by drawing from a zero-mean

Gaussian distribution with a standard deviation of 0.02. We

use SGD optimizer with an initial learning rate of 0.002,

which is decayed using the cosine annealing rule. We train

the DP vector for 10 epochs with a batch size of 512, using

one NVIDIA V100.

4.2. Classification

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the pro-

posed method based on the classification tasks. We com-
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Figure 3. Typographic attack datasets. (Left: a sample from

synthetic typographic attack datasets, Right: a sample from our

real-world typographic attack dataset.)

pare our method to CLIP [34], Materzynska et al. [31], and

PAINT [19].

Datasets: We employ ten publicly available image clas-

sification datasets used in CLIP: ImageNet [7], Cal-

tech101 [11], OxfordPets [33], StanfordCars [24], Flow-

ers102 [32], Food101 [2], FGVCAircraft [29], DTD [4],

SUN397 [46], EuroSAT [18]. To evaluate the classification

of typographic attack datasets, we create synthetic typo-

graphic attack datasets using those ten datasets (Fig. 3: left).

Also, we use two publicly available real-world typographic

attack datasets from Materzynska et al. [31] and PAINT. In

addition, due to the insufficient number of datasets, we gen-

erate our real-world attack dataset RTA-100 (Fig. 3: right).

For real-world attack datasets, we use class labels of objects

and labels of tags as the candidate categories.

RTA-100: As described before, we create the biggest

real-world typographic attack dataset RTA-100, which con-

tains 100 categories and 1000 images. The dataset from

Materzynska et al. [31] comprises 19 categories and 171

images, and that from PAINT [19] has 89 categories and

110 images. Combining those datasets is not sufficient to

verify the diversity. To increase the test data, we created

RTA-100 (see Appendix for more details).

Implementation details: We use ViT-B/32 for the image

encoder. When we evaluate our method on classification,

we place the DP token before the class names.

Baselines: To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed

method, we compare it with the following baselines:

CLIP [34], Materzynska et al. [31], and PAINT [19].

Materzynska et al. [31] apply the learned linear layer to the

CLIP output. For Materzynska et al. [31], we use a pub-

licly available pre-trained linear layer for ViT-B/32. This

linear layer was trained using ImageNet-1K and 182,329

Table 1. Summary of classification results. The best results out

of Materzynska +, PAINT, and ours are bolded.

Retain Typographic attack

Method Models Original Synth. Real Avg.

CLIP - 61.55 34.59 46.82 40.71

Materzynska+ [31] × 49.50 37.44 63.61 50.53

PAINT [19] × 59.63 49.93 55.00 52.47

Ours � 60.91 44.20 64.52 54.36

English words. We apply the linear layer to the output

of both the image and text encoders of CLIP. For PAINT,

we fine-tune the image encoder of CLIP using typographic

attack images from ImageNet-100, which is used to train

the DP vector. We then interpolate the weights between

the fine-tuned image encoder θft and the original image

encoder θzs with α = 0.35, where α is the mixing co-

efficient (α ∈ [0, 1]). We get patched model as follows:

θpatch = (1− α)θzs + αθft.

Results: Table 1 summarizes the performance of our

method on classification. As previous research [14] has

shown, our results demonstrate that text in images harms the

original performance of CLIP (e.g., from 61.55% to 34.59%

on average). Compared with CLIP, our method improves

the performance on all typographic attack datasets (e.g.,

from 34.59% to 44.20% on synthetic and from 46.82% to

64.52% on real-world datasets), losing little average accu-

racy on the original datasets (e.g., from 61.55% to 60.91%).

Compared to Materzynska et al., our method exhibits im-

proved performance on both synthetic and real-world ty-

pographic attack datasets (e.g., from 37.44% to 44.20%

on synthetic and from 63.61% to 64.52% on real-world

datasets). When compared with PAINT, our method loses

on synthetic attack datasets (e.g., from 49.93% to 44.20%

on average), while it significantly improves the performance

on real-world attack datasets (e.g., from 55.00 to 64.52 on

average). The result indicates that our method is more ro-

bust against changes in the appearance of text.

Tables 2 and 3 present the specific performance in clas-

sifying original datasets, and typographic attack datasets,

respectively.

Overall, our simple method effectively prevents typo-

graphic attacks (e.g., +9.61% on synthetic and +17.70%

on real-world typographic attack datasets), while losing the

least original accuracy (e.g., -0.64% on average). Although

our method does not update CLIP, our simple method of

putting the learned prefix before the class names works ef-

fectively, even when compared to previous studies. Here, it

is worth noting that PAINT must retrain the CLIP encoder

and recompute the CLIP features for all images to achieve
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Table 2. Classification results on original datasets. Individual results for all 10 datasets are available in the Appendix. ∗Average reported

across 10 datasets.

Method Retain models ImageNet Caltech Pets Cars ∗Avg.

CLIP - 62.02 88.64 87.35 58.72 61.55

Materzynska+ [31] × 54.38 80.53 75.01 40.33 49.50

PAINT [19] × 61.82 88.48 85.23 55.30 59.63

Ours � 62.48 89.28 87.22 57.47 60.91

Table 3. Classification results on typographic attack datasets. ∗Average reported across 10 datasets.

Synth. Real

Method Retain models ImageNet Caltech Pets Cars ∗Avg. from [31] from [19] RTA-100 Avg.

CLIP - 39.10 63.97 58.95 21.02 34.59 43.27 50.00 47.20 46.82

Materzynska+ [31] × 44.91 74.73 63.61 15.79 37.44 77.78 55.45 57.60 63.61

PAINT [19] × 55.9 83.57 76.53 33.44 49.93 53.22 58.18 53.60 55.00

Ours � 49.83 79.54 72.88 28.64 44.20 71.93 63.64 58.00 64.52

typographic defense. In contrast, our approach does not

need to modify the encoder or existing features. This prop-

erty is a clear advantage; we can apply our method to any

CLIP-based application without modification. Therefore,

our method is much better than PAINT if the performance

is comparable to PAINT.

4.3. Object detection

In this section, we evaluate the applicability of the pro-

posed method to downstream tasks. In particular, we apply

our method to RegionCLIP [48], a zero-shot object detec-

tion model. In RegionCLIP, the image encoder is fine-tuned

from the CLIP image encoder. Therefore, we cannot apply

previous methods [31, 19] directly to RegionCLIP because

they need to update the model. On the other hand, we can

use DP directly, which we train in Sec. 4.1, because it is

independent of the parameters of the image encoder.

Datasets: We evaluate our method through object detec-

tion experiments in COCO [27] and LVIS [16] for zero-

shot inference. We use the standard object detection met-

rics (AP50 for COCO and mAP for LVIS). We create typo-

graphic attack datasets using COCO and LVIS by synthe-

sizing text in each bounding box.

Implementation details: We use a pre-trained Region-

CLIP model for RN50x4. We keep the model frozen during

the inference and only modify the input of the text encoder

by placing the DP token before the class names.

Following RegionCLIP, we evaluate two settings: (1)

Ground-truth (GT) bounding boxes used as region propos-

als. (2) Region proposals obtained from RPN [36].

Table 4. Zero-shot object detection on original datasets
Region COCO LVIS

Method Proposals AP50 mAP

RegionCLIP GT 65.5 50.2
RegionCLIP+Ours GT 65.6 49.9

RegionCLIP RPN 29.6 11.1

RegionCLIP+Ours RPN 29.6 11.3

Table 5. Zero-shot object detection on typographic attack
datasets

Region COCO LVIS

Method Proposals AP50 mAP

RegionCLIP GT 25.0 31.9

RegionCLIP+Ours GT 41.0 38.1

RegionCLIP RPN 11.0 5.17

RegionCLIP+Ours RPN 14.4 6.25

Baselines: We use RegionCLIP for zero-shot object de-

tection. The model was pre-trained on Conceptual Caption

dataset (CC3M) [41] using the concepts parsed from COCO

Caption (COCO cap) [3]. RegionCLIP comprises an RPN

and an image encoder. First, possible image regions are

proposed by RPN. The model then calculates the similarity

between the image features of the proposed regions and the

text features of the target categories, recognizing the cate-

gories within the local image regions.

Results: Fig. 4 visualizes the results of zero-shot infer-

ence of RegionCLIP and RegionCLIP+Ours with GT boxes

on the typographic attack COCO dataset. This shows Re-

gionCLIP is also adversely influenced by typographic at-
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Figure 4. Visualization of RegionCLIP and RegionCLIP+Ours zero-shot inference on the typographic attack COCO dataset with
ground-truth boxes (top: RegionCLIP, bottom: RegionCLIP+Ours). The pre-trained models are adversely affected by texts in images.

Our proposed method reduces the impact of typographic attacks. (Image IDs: 1532, 13004, 17029, 23126)

tacks, although the image encoder is fine-tuned. For exam-

ple, the car is misclassified as a handbag (Fig. 4: top left).

However, RegionCLIP+Ours correctly recognizes the car.

Tables 4 and 5 present the performance of RegionCLIP

and RegionCLIP+Ours. When using GT boxes, compared

with the original RegionCLIP, our method shows improved

performance on COCO and LVIS for the typographic attack

datasets (e.g., 41.0 vs. 25.0 on COCO, 38.1 vs. 31.9 on

LVIS), keeping the accuracy on the original datasets (e.g.,

65.6 vs 65.5 on COCO, 49.9 vs. 50.2 on LVIS). With RPN

proposals, our method also improves on the typographic at-

tack datasets (e.g., 14.4 vs. 11.0 on COCO, 6.25 vs. 5.17

on LVIS) without losing the original performance (e.g., 29.6

vs. 29.6 on COCO, 11.3 vs. 11.1 on LVIS).

4.4. Ablation Studies

Effectiveness of our identity loss: Table 6 lists the ef-

fects of the identity loss. We observe that the performance

of DP trained without identity loss drops drastically on the

original datasets (e.g., from 60.91% to 55.43% on average).

Identity loss effectively helps the learned token maintain

the original meanings of the words. Although categorical

knowledge distillation has not been commonly used in VLP,

the distillation works effectively as a regularization term.

Position of the DP token: There are many possible po-

sitions for the placement of the DP token. These in-

clude: at the beginning of a sentence [39], before a class

name [37, 25], and at the end of a sentence.

Table 7 shows the effect of the position of DP. We ob-

serve that the performance of DP at the beginning and end

of the sentence decreases on synthetic and real-world typo-

graphic attack datasets. The result indicates that DP works

most effectively before a class name.

The number of DP tokens: Table 8 shows the effect of

the number of DP tokens. When we increase the number

of DP tokens, the overall classification accuracy drops. The

result indicates that the best number of tokens is one for our

DP.

Hyperparameters: In Sec. 3.2, we use hyperparameters

λ. About the value of λ, we conduct an ablation study. As

Table 9 shows, there is no optimal λ, and we used λ = 3.0.

Also, when we train defense-prefix with only identity loss,

the performance is similar to original CLIP’s score.

5. Conclusion

In this study, we tackled reducing the impact of ty-

pographic attacks on CLIP. To achieve this, we proposed

Defense-Prefix, a novel method for preventing typographic

attacks on CLIP. We explored the application of class-prefix
learning, which is primarily conducted in subject-driven

image generation. To maintain the generalization ability

of CLIP, we used categorical knowledge distillation as a

regularization loss. This helped the learned prefix maintain

the original meanings of the words. Although our method

did not require updating CLIP, it effectively prevented ty-

pographic attacks on CLIP, while keeping the model’s orig-

inal performance. In addition, we demonstrated that our

approach could be easily applied to downstream tasks such
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Table 6. Ablation studies on the effect of identity loss on original datasets
Method ImageNet Caltech Pets Cars Flowers Food Aircraft DTD SUN SAT Avg.

CLIP 62.02 88.64 87.35 58.72 66.32 84.14 18.99 44.57 61.74 42.98 61.55

Ours w/o identity loss 55.81 85.01 86.67 52.77 58.79 77.89 15.48 30.8 52.2 38.86 55.43

Ours w/ identity loss 62.48 89.28 87.22 57.47 63.82 83.65 19.26 40.64 61.41 43.85 60.91

Table 7. Ablation studies on the position of the DP token

Typographic attack

The position Original Synth. Real

the beginning 60.50 44.13 63.11

the end 61.09 37.82 55.69

before class names 60.91 44.20 64.52

Table 8. Ablation studies on the number of DP tokens
Typographic attack

Number of tokens Original Synth. Real

one token 60.91 44.20 64.52
two tokens 59.57 43.41 60.41

three tokens 47.3 34.23 48.07

Table 9. Ablation study about hyper-parameters

Method Original Synth. Real

CLIP 61.55 34.59 46.82

w/o defense loss 61.72 35.19 51.16

λ = 2.0 60.93 45.31 63.21

λ = 2.5 61.75 44.73 62.73

λ = 3.0 60.91 44.20 64.52

λ = 3.5 61.21 44.72 64.16

λ = 4.0 61.37 44.82 64.71

as object detection. This is a significant advantage over the

existing studies, which require a modification of the model.

Future work & limitation

Our method loses to the previous study on synthetic ty-

pographic attack datasets. In addition, we only addressed

the problem of typographic attacks. We believe that the pro-

posed method can be applied to other adversarial attacks on

VLP. We hope that this work will shed light on research on

the utilization of VLP.
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